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Abstract 

This paper proposes a new filter technique to separate trend and cycle based on stylised 

economic properties of trend and cycle, rather than relying on ad hoc statistical proper-

ties such as frequency. Given the theoretical separation between economic growth and 

business cycle literature, it is necessary to make the measures of trend and cycle match 

what the respective theories intend to explain. The proposed filter is applied to the long 

macroeconomic data collected by the Bank of England (1700-2015). 
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Separating Yolk from White:  

A Filter based on Economic Properties of Trend and Cycle 

 

1. Introduction 

The two fundamental issues in macroeconomic theory are long-run economic growth 

(driven by low-frequency changes) and short-run business cycle (driven by high-fre-

quency changes). The literatures on these two issues are separated because the foci of 

the models are quite different. However, the data for economic growth and business 

cycle are not collected separately. A common practice to test/estimate an economic 

growth theory is simply to use the growth rate of the raw data, ignoring the possible 

role of business cycles2. Meanwhile, to test/estimate a business cycle theory, the raw 

data are usually filtered by some statistical procedures, ranging from de-meaning, linear 

de-trending and de-seasoning to sophisticated filters such as HP filter, band-pass filter 

and wavelet filter, but these procedures either fail to account for the possible variation 

in the trend component or tend to over-smooth the cycle component. A consequence of 

applying these statistical procedures before economic analysis is that the economic 

growth models are likely to over-state the importance of economic growth, while busi-

ness cycle models are likely to under-state the importance of business cycle, because 

the filtered data may contain both trend and cycle. Without a proper measurement, the 

validity and reliability of the empirical inferences are questionable.  

It very much resembles separating the yolk from the white, before a cook can use them 

for different recipes. The statistical procedures are like using a sharp knife to cut yolk 

out, but inevitably leaving some white behind and probably losing some yolk due to the 

inflexibility of the knife. A smart cook’s trick is to make use of the physical properties 

of the yolk/white (different densities): simply squeeze a plastic bottle and press against 

the yolk, and the power of air suction will nicely separate the dense yolk from the thin 

white. The filter proposed in this paper follows a similar logic: we make use of some 

stylised economic properties of trend and cycle to separate them, rather than relying on 

some ad hoc assumptions on statistical properties such as frequency. 

An earlier approach similar to the proposed filter can be found in Crafts, Leybourne 

and Mills (1989, CLM hereinafter) who use a flexible procedure to isoloate the trend 

and cycle components using the Kalman filter. Their approach has the advantage over 

                                                             
2 For example, Sala-i-Martin (2004), Badinger (2010) and Asimakopoulos and Karavias (2016). 



de-meaning, de-trending and de-seasoning in that it allows for time-varying trend com-

ponent. It also has the advantage over the sophisticated filters (e.g. HP filter, band-pass 

filter, wavelet filter) in that it uses a state-space model to incorporate some economic 

features into the filtering process. However, the CLM procedure only applies to 𝐼(1) 

series. The present paper develops a more general filtering procedure which can be 

applied to both 𝐼(0) and 𝐼(1) processes. Any time series regardless of its stationarity 

property can be decomposed into a time-varying trend component and a cycle compo-

nent without an assumption on frequency. A key advantage of this new filter over the 

traditional statistical procedures is that it incorporates some stylised economic proper-

ties of the trend and cycle into the filter design.  

2. The Filter 

A raw data series 𝑧𝑡 , either 𝐼(0)  or 𝐼(1) , can be decomposed into a time-varying 

trend component (𝜇𝑡) driven by low-frequency changes and a cycle component (𝜓𝑡) 

driven by high-frequency changes:  

 𝑧𝑡 = 𝜇𝑡 + 𝜓𝑡 (1) 

The cycle component 𝜓𝑡 is modelled as a zero-mean stationary AR(2) process, which 

is a well-established stylised economic property in the business cycle literature3.  

 𝜓𝑡 = 𝜌1𝜓𝑡−1 + 𝜌2𝜓𝑡−2 + 𝜔𝑡, where 𝜔𝑡~𝑊𝑁(0, 𝜎𝜔
2) (2) 

The AR(2) specification implies a pseudo-cyclical behavior (Harvey, 1985). The peri-

odicity 𝜆 ≡ 2𝜋/ acos(|𝜌1|/2√|𝜌2|) can be used to measure the average duration of 

the cycle component and provide an intuitive measure of frequency. That is another 

reason why AR(2) is preferred to AR(1) in the specification of the cycle component. 

The trend component 𝜇𝑡 depends on whether the series is 𝐼(1) or 𝐼(0): 

 𝜇𝑡 = 𝜇𝑡−1 + 𝛽𝑡 + 𝜂𝑡, where 𝜂𝑡~𝑊𝑁(0, 𝜎𝜂
2) (3A) 

 𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌𝜇𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜌)𝛽𝑡 + 𝜂𝑡, where 𝜂𝑡~𝑊𝑁(0, 𝜎𝜂
2) (3B) 

The specification of the trend component again makes use of some well-established 

                                                             
3 Most business cycle models assume AR(1) or AR(2) in the structural equations and shock processes. 

Very few models have longer than 2-period lag. See for example Smets and Wouters (2007). 



stylised economic properties4. In the 𝐼(1) case (e.g. log GDP), equation (3A) can also 

be written in the first difference form: Δ𝜇𝑡 = 𝜇𝑡 − 𝜇𝑡−1 = 𝛽𝑡 + 𝜂𝑡 to see that the trend 

growth (Δ𝜇𝑡) contains a time-varying deterministic component (𝛽𝑡) and a stochastic 

component (𝜂𝑡). Δ𝜇𝑡, rather than the raw growth Δ𝑦𝑡, is what most economic growth 

models actually try to explain. In the 𝐼(0) case (e.g. unemployment rate, inflation and 

interest rate), equation (3B) is a mean-reverting process, allowing for a time-varying 

mean 𝛽𝑡. Lastly, the time-varying mean/trend is modelled as a random walk: 

 𝛽𝑡 = 𝛽𝑡−1 + 𝜉𝑡, where 𝜉𝑡~𝑊𝑁(0, 𝜎𝜉
2) (4) 

The equation system (1), (2), (3A) and (4) defines the dynamic behavior of an 𝐼(1) 

process, while (1), (2), (3B) and (4) defines the counterpart of an 𝐼(0) process. If we 

denote 𝐱𝑡 ≡ [𝜇𝑡; 𝛽𝑡; 𝜓𝑡; 𝜓𝑡−1] as the unobserved state vector, 𝑧𝑡 as the observed raw 

data and 𝑣𝑡 as a white noise process with a standard normal distribution, the equation 

system can be written in the state space form: 

 State Equation: 𝐱𝑡 = 𝐀𝐱𝑡−1 + 𝐁𝑣𝑡; 

 Measurement Equation: 𝑧𝑡 = 𝐂𝐱𝑡 + 𝐃𝑣𝑡. 

The matrices are defined as: 

𝐀 = 𝐀0
−1 [

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 𝜌1 𝜌2
0 0 1 0

], 𝐁 = 𝐀0
−1 [

𝜎𝜂
𝜎𝜉
𝜎𝜔
0

], 𝐂 = [1 0 1 0], 𝐃 = 0, where: 

𝐀𝟎 ≡ [

1 −1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

] if 𝑧𝑡~𝐼(1), and 𝐀𝟎 ≡ [

1 1 − 𝜌 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

] if 𝑧𝑡~𝐼(0). 

Note that the measurement error is assumed to be equal to zero (𝐃 = 0) here, but in 

general, it can be non-zero. The above state space model can be estimated numerically 

using the Kalman filter. This procedure of decomposing a time series 𝑧𝑡 into trend and 

cycle based on the stylised economic properties of trend and cycle is termed as the Z-

filter for the convenience of comparison with other procedures5. 

                                                             
4 For example, see Nelson and Plosser (1982) for an early discussion of the model specification of trend. 

5 Another reason is because of the initial of the author’s last name. 



3. Application 

To demonstrate, we apply the Z-filter to probably the longest macroeconomic data se-

ries in the world accumulated by the Bank of England6. We compare the filtered trend 

and cycle components of (log) GDP (an 𝐼(1)  process) and unemployment rate (an 

𝐼(0) process) with other statistical procedures in Figure 1.  

Figure 1 The Comparison of De-trend, De-mean, HP-filter and Z-filter 

 

Notes: De-trending is based on a simple linear regression with an intercept and a deterministic time trend. 

One expected feature of the Z-filtered trend component is its high volatility (both for 

𝐼(1) and 𝐼(0) processes). It is because the Z-filter is more flexible and does not re-

strict the frequency of changes in the trend component. Arguably, there is no good rea-

son and no good basis to restrict the frequency of changes in the trend. The resulting 

trend shows that the fluctuations of the economy can well come from the fluctuations 

in the trend as much as in the cycle. However, if de-meaning, de-trending or HP filter 

are used, the fluctuations will be mainly assigned to cycle components.  

The state-space models of (log) GDP and unemployment rate are estimated using the 

Kalman filter and the results are shown in Table 1. The most informative conclusion is 

the periodicity (𝜆) of the two series. A complete cycle in the output market takes about 

                                                             
6 Bank of England, November, 2016. Three Centuries of Macroeconomic Data (version 2.3). Available 

at: http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/research/pages/onebank/threecenturies.aspx.  



5 years (similar to the findings in CLM), while that in the labour market is about 20 

years. Different cycle lengths imply that recessions of different severity may be due to 

composition of different cycles. If only the output market experiences the trough, then 

the recession is mild (minor trough). If more than one markets are at the trough simul-

taneously, then it may form a Great Recession (medium trough) or even a Great De-

pression (major trough). Combined with financial cycles (which can be estimated using 

interest rate), the composition of cycles with different lengths may be more complicated, 

but has more potential to explain the observed patterns of business cycles. 

Table 1 Summary of the Estimated State Space Models 

 Log (GDP) Unemployment Rate 

𝜌1 0.8338 1.2749 

 (0.060) (0.481) 

𝜌2 -0.0451 -0.3674 

 (0.039) (0.344) 

𝜌  0.8624 

  (0.135) 

𝜎𝜂 0.0114 0.4917 

 (0.008) (0.930) 

𝜎𝜉 0.0013 0.0027 

 (0.001) (35.232) 

𝜎𝜔 0.0242 0.7548 
 

(0.007) (2.391) 

𝜆 4.8507 19.6279 

Notes: Standard deviations are in parentheses. 𝜆 ≡ 2𝜋/ acos(|𝜌1|/2√|𝜌2|) measures the periodicity. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper introduces a new filter, the Z-filter, to decompose any time series into the 

trend and cycle consistent to the stylised economic properties of trend and cycle in the 

theoretical literature. In contrast, the traditional filters mainly rely on statistical proper-

ties such as frequency. Arguably, economic properties are more relevant than statistical 

properties in separating trend and cycle. The Z-filter can improve the consistency in 

empirical inference by a better measure of what the theories are intended to explain. In 

other words, it can greatly reduce the measurement error in empirical studies.  

To bake a good cake, the cook needs to separate yolk from white. To verify a specific 

model, the economist needs to isolate trend from cycle. 
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